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String propagation onD-dimensional curved backgrounds with Lorentzian signature is formulated a
geometrical problem of embedding surfaces. When the spatial part of the background corresponds to a
WZW model for a compact group, the classical dynamics of the physical degrees of freedom is govern
the coset conformal field theory SO(D21)/SO(D22), which is universal irrespective of the particular WZW
model. The same holds for string propagation onD-dimensional flat space. The integration of the correspon
ing Gauss-Codazzi equations requires the introduction of~non-Abelian! parafermions in differential geometry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

String propagation on a given background defines an e
bedding problem in differential geometry. Choosing, whe
ever possible, the temporal gauge one may solve the V
soro constraints and consider the nonlinear dynam
governing the physical degrees of freedom of the stri
Simple counting shows that forD-dimensional backgrounds
the physical degrees of freedom satisfy a coupled system
D22 differential equations, which are defined on the tw
dimensional string world sheet and they are nonlinear du
the quadratic form of the Virasoro constraints. Our prima
aim is to investigate the integrability of these equations a
explore some of their universal aspects for a wide class
backgrounds.

Lund and Regge considered this problem several ye
ago for string propagation on flat four-dimensional~4D!
Minkowski space, in the presence of a Kalb-Ramond field
well @1#. This geometrical approach was subsequently gen
alized toD>5 @2#. It became clear more recently@3# that the
dynamics of the physical degrees of freedom in theD54
case admits a Lagrangian formulation as an SO~3!/SO~2!
gauged Wess-Zumino-Witten~WZW! model. However, for
D>5 an analogous Lagrangian description using coset
model the dynamics of theD22 physical degrees of free
dom has been lacking. The technical problem that arises
is finding the appropriate nonlocal field variables to integr
the underlying Gauss-Codazzi equations of the embedd
We solve this problem by introducing, just from purely ge
metrical considerations, the non-Abelian parafermions of
coset model SO(D21)/SO(D22) and show that the chira
equations they obey@4# are equivalent to the Gauss-Codaz
embedding equations. Hence string dynamics
D-dimensional flat Minkowski space, after we solve the V
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rasoro constraints, is governed by the semiclassical geome
of the conformal field theory coset SO(D21)/SO(D22)
@4,5#.

An interesting generalization of this program include
Lorentzian backgrounds of the product formR^KD21,
whereKD21 is a WZW model for a semisimple compac
group. The integration of the Gauss-Codazzi equations f
these backgrounds is similar to flat space in th
SO(D21)/SO(D22) parafermions are also used, thus ex
hibiting a universal behavior irrespectively of the particula
WZW modelKD21. The coset space structure of the physica
degrees of freedom of the free string is rather remarkab
leading to the world sheet integrability of the underlying
nonlinear equations. Using the parafermion variables of t
Gauss-Codazzi equations one may easily find chiralW`

symmetries as hidden on-shell symmetries of the classi
theory. Our results shed new light into the differential geom
etry of embedding surfaces using concepts and field va
ables, which so far have been natural only in conformal fie
theory.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II w
set up the Gauss-Codazzi equations for string propagation
D-dimensional curved space and determine a wide class
backgrounds that allow for their integration. We expose th
universal aspects of string dynamics for Lorentzian bac
grounds whose spatial part is either flat space or a WZ
model based on a general compact group. In Sec. III we u
the SO(D21)/SO(D22) WZW model to describe system-
atically the dynamics of the physical degrees of freedom a
present explicit results forD54 andD55. Finally, in Sec.
IV we comment on various other generalizations and th
quantization of strings before or after solving the classic
Virasoro constraints. Connections with reduceds models
@6–9# and the associated systems of symmetric space si
Gordon models are also discussed.

II. STRING DYNAMICS AND EMBEDDING SURFACES

We first review relevant parts from the theory of embed
ding surfaces in the context of Riemannian geometry~see for
3995 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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3996 54IOANNIS BAKAS AND KONSTADINOS SFETSOS
instance@10#!. Then we consider classical string propagatio
on backgrounds with Lorentzian signature and we formula
the problem of determining the dynamics of the physic
modes as a geometrical problem of surface embedding, a
solving the Virasoro constraints in the temporal gauge.
the end we specialize to backgrounds with spatial part c
responding to flat space or WZW models based on gene
semisimple compact groups.

Gauss-Codazzi equations: Generalities

Consider aD-dimensional spaceMD with line element
([ fundamental quadratic form! given by

dsD
2 5Gmn~y!dymdyn, m,n51, . . . ,D. ~2.1!

A d-dimensional subspaceMd of MD with local coordinates
xi , i51, . . . ,d may be considered as an embedded surfa
with defining equationsym5ym(x1, . . . ,xd). The line ele-
ment inMd will be denoted by

dsd
25gi j ~x!dxidxj , i , j51, . . . ,d. ~2.2!

The restriction of Eq.~2.1! in Md should be equivalent to Eq.
~2.2!. Thus we have the relation1

gi j ~x!5Gmn~y!y,i
my, j

n . ~2.3!

The embedded surface is completely specified by the se
vectors$js

m ,s5d11, . . . ,D% normal to it. These are chosen
to satisfy the orthonormalization conditions

Gmnjs
mjt

n5dst , ~2.4!

and by definition are also orthogonal to the tangent vectors
the surfacey,i

m

Gmny,i
mjs

n 50. ~2.5!

The set of vectors$y,i
m ,js

m% satisfy the completeness relatio
in MD :

gi j y,i
my, j

n 1js
mjt

ndst5Gmn. ~2.6!

The dynamics of the embedded surface is determined fr
the evolution of the vectorsy,i

m and js
m as functions of the

variablesxi in Md . The corresponding equations are dete
mined by repeated covariant differentiations of Eqs.~2.3!–
~2.5! and subsequent algebraic manipulations. Here we w
only present the result leaving out the detailed proofs whi
can be found in@10#. We recall the concept of the secon
fundamental quadratic form with components defined as

V i j
s 5Gmnjs

m~DiD jy
n1Gla

n y,i
ly, j

a !. ~2.7!

1We will use the notationy,i
m[]ym/]xi . Covariant derivatives on

MD and onMd will be denoted byDm andDi , respectively. The
ym(x)’s are scalars with respect to covariant differentiation o
Md , i.e.,Diy

m5y,i
m .
n
te
al
fter
At
or-
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It is obvious that it is a symmetric tensor inMd , i.e.,
V i j

s 5V j i
s . We also define the torsion ([ third fundamental

form! in Md :

m i
st5Gmnjs

m~jt,i
n 1Gla

n jt
ly,i

a!. ~2.8!

Though not immediately obvious it can be shown that it
antisymmetric, i.e.,m i

st1m i
ts50. With the above defini-

tions the evolution equations can be written as

DiD jy
m5V i j

s js
m2Gnl

m y,i
ny, j

l , ~2.9!

and

js,i
m 52V i j

sgjky,k
m 1m i

tsjt
m2Gla

m y,i
ljs

a . ~2.10!

The careful reader will notice that for curves (d51) in 3D
Euclidean space, the equations~2.9! and~2.10! reduce to the
well known Serret-Frenet formulas.

It is a quite straightforward but tedious procedure to d
rive the necessary conditions for the existence of solutions
Eqs. ~2.9! and ~2.10!. The resulting compatibility equations
are given by

Ri jkl5Rmnaby,i
my, j

n y,k
a y,l

b1Vk@ i
t V j ] l

t , ~2.11!

D @kV j ] i
s 5m@k

tsV j ] i
t 1Rmnaby,i

my, j
ay,k

b js
n , ~2.12!

and

D @km j ]
st1m@ j

rsmk]
rt1V l @ j

s Vk] i
t gli1Rmnaby, j

my,k
n js

ajt
b50.

~2.13!

Equations~2.11! and ~2.12! for the case of a 2D surface in
3D Euclidean space are known as the Gauss-Codazzi eq
tions, whereas Eq.~2.13! for the case of a surface immersed
in Euclidean space is known as the Ricci equation. In ge
eral, the number of unknown functions in the embeddin
equations of a spaceMd in MD exceeds the number of equa
tions. However, the extra functions may be eliminated usi
the freedom to perform local transformations in the norm
space to the surface that rotateV i

s andm i
st , also using any

additional information that might be in our disposal. Th
precise mechanism, for the cases of interest in this pap
will be considered in detail in the next subsection.

String evolution in MD5R^KD21

We consider classical propagation of closed strings on
D-dimensional background that is the direct product of th
real lineR ~contributing a minus in the signature matrix! and
a general manifold~with Euclidean signature! KD21, i.e.,
MD5R^KD21. The corresponding target space variable
arey0(s1,s2) andym(s1,s2) with m51, . . . ,D21. Here

s65 1
2 (t6s), wheret ands are the natural time and spa-

tial variables on the world sheetS. Then, the 2Ds-model
action is given by

S5
1

2ES
Qmn

1 ]1y
m]2y

n2]1y
0]2y

0, Qmn
1 5Gmn1Bmn ,

~2.14!
n
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whereG, B are the metric and antisymmetric tensor field
corresponding to the nontrivial part of the string backgroun
The classical equations of motion are given by

dy0: ]1]2y
050, ~2.15!

dym: ]1]2y
m1~G2!nl

m ]1y
n]2y

l50, ~2.16!

where (G6)nl
m 5Gnl

m 6 1
2 Hnl

m are the generalized connection
that include the string torsionHmnl[] [mBnl] . We have im-
plicitly imposed the conformal gauge in writing Eq.~2.14!.
Hence, the classical equations of motion are supplied w
the constraints

T66[
1

4
Gmn]6y

m]6y
n2

1

4
]6y

0]6y
050. ~2.17!

The conformal gauge allows for transformation
s6→ f6(s6), which can be used in a way consistent wit
the equations of motion~2.15!, ~2.16!. We choose the so-
called temporal gauge, wherey05t. Then Eq.~2.15! is trivi-
ally satisfied whereas Eq.~2.16! remains unaffected since
G andB are independent ofy0. The constraints~2.17! take
the form

Gmn]6y
m]6y

n51. ~2.18!

For later use we define an angular variableu via the relation

Gmn]1y
m]2y

n5cosu. ~2.19!

The Euclidean signature ofKD21 warrants the reality ofu.
Clearly in the temporal gauge we may restrict our analys

entirely onKD21 and on the projection of the string world
sheetS on they05t hyperplane, following the spirit of the
Lund-Regge analysis@1#. The resulting 2D surfaceS has
Euclidean signature with metric given by

ds25Gmndy
mdyn

5Gmn~]1y
m]1y

nds121]2y
m]2y

nds22

12]1y
m]2y

nds1ds2!. ~2.20!

Using the constraints~2.18! and the definition~2.19! we ob-
tain from Eq.~2.20! the expression

ds25ds121ds2212cosuds1ds2. ~2.21!

Thus, for y05t, determining the classical evolution of the
string is equivalent to the problem of embedding the 2
surfaceS with metric ~2.21! on the (D21)-dimensional
spaceKD21. Hence the general analysis we have presen
in the previous subsection becomes relevant to string the
at this point.

For further convenience we present the expressions
the nonvanishing Christoffel symbols and the Riemann cu
vature of the metric~2.21!:

G66
6 5cotu]6u, G77

6 52
1

sinu
]7u,

R121252sinu]1]2u. ~2.22!
s
d.

s

ith

s
h

is

D

ted
ory

for
r-

Contracting Eq.~2.16! with Gmajs
a wheres53, . . . ,D21,

and using Eq.~2.4! we obtain

V12
s 5V21

s 5
1

2
Hmnljs

m]1y
n]2y

l, s53, . . . ,D21.

~2.23!

Contracting withGma]6y
a and using Eq.~2.18! we obtain

instead an identity and thus have no additional restrictio
Hence the information contained in theD21 classical equa-
tions ~2.16! is entirely encoded in the components of th
second fundamental form~2.23! and in the two constraints
~2.18!. It will be convenient to modify the torsionm6

st de-
fined by Eq.~2.8!, using a term that includes the string tor
sion for i56:

M6
st[m6

st6
1

2
Hmnljs

mjt
n]6y

l

5Gmnjs
m
„]6jt

n1~G6!la
n jt

l]6y
a
…. ~2.24!

It is evident that, similarly tom6
st , M6

st is also antisymmet-
ric, and thus nontrivial only for target spaces with dimensio
D>5. After some tedious algebraic manipulations, Eq
~2.11!–~2.13! for the remaining components of the secon
fundamental formV66

s and for the modified torsionM6
st

can be cast into the form

V11
t V22

t 1sinu]1]2u52Rmnab
1 ]1y

m]1y
a]2y

n]2y
b,

~2.25!

]7V66
s 2M7

tsV66
t 2

1

sinu
]6uV77

s

5Rmnab
7 ]6y

m]6y
a]7y

bjs
n , ~2.26!

and

]1M2
st2]2M1

st2M2
r@sM1

t]r1
cosu

sin2u
V11

@s V22
t]

5~Rmnab
2 2Dm

2Hnab!]1y
m]2y

njs
ajt

b , ~2.27!

where the curvatures are defined using the generalized c
nections (G6)nl

m ,

Rmna
6 b52]@m~G6!n]a

b 1~G7!a@m
g ~G6!n]g

b , ~2.28!

and similarly for the covariant derivativesDm
2 andDm

1 .
Next, counting the number of the embedding equations

Eqs. ~2.25!–~2.27! we find that there are 112(D23)

1 1
2 (D23)(D24) of them, whereas the number of the un

known functions u, V66
s , and M6

st is
112(D23)1(D23)(D24). Hence, forD>5 there are
1
2 (D23)(D24) more unknown functions than equations
Notice, however, that the system~2.25!–~2.27! is invariant
under local transformations on the world sheet generated

jm→L21jm, V66→L21V66 ,

M6→L21~M61]6!L, ~2.29!
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where L5L(s1,s2) is an orthogonal matrix of SO
(D23). This gauge invariance accounts for the ext
~gauge! degrees of freedom in Eqs.~2.25!–~2.27! and can be
used to eliminate them~gauge fix!.

WZW backgrounds KD21

It seems an enormous task to make further progress w
the embedding system of Eqs.~2.25!–~2.27! as it stands in
all generality. There are two major difficulties. First, th
presence of sourcelike terms depending explicitly on]6y

m

and js
m seems to prohibit us from integrating them, eve

partially. Second, a Lagrangian description from which Eq
~2.25!–~2.27! can be derived as equations of motion is als
lacking.

It is rather remarkable that both problems can be solv
by considering forKD21 either flat space or any WZW
model based on a semisimple compact groupG, with
dim(G)5D21. This is due to the identities@11#

Rmnab
6 5Dm

6Hnab50, ~2.30!

which are generally valid for any WZW model. Then w
completely get rid of the bothersome terms on the right-ha
side2 of Eqs.~2.25!–~2.27!. In order to show that a Lagrang
ian description exists, we first extend the range of definiti
of V11

s andM6
st by appending new components defined

V11
2 5]1u, M1

s25cotuV11
s , M2

s252
1

sinu
V22

s .

~2.31!

Then Eqs.~2.25!–~2.27! can be recast into the suggestiv
form

]2V11
a 1M2

abV11
b 50, ~2.32!

]1M2
ab2]2M1

ab1@M1 ,M2#ab50, ~2.33!

where the new indexa5(2,s). Notice that if we treat
V11

a not as a row of the bigger matrixM1
ab as suggested by

Eq. ~2.31!, but as an independent vector, then the number
unknown functions in Eqs.~2.32! and~2.33! is augmented by
D23 compared to the same number of functions in Eq
~2.25!–~2.27!. However, there is a simultaneous enlargeme
of the local gauge symmetry from SO(D23) to SO(D22)
that takes care of it. Such a gauge symmetry enlargement
only be achieved if the underlying change of variables
nonlocal. This will become more clear soon after the intr
duction of parafermions in the next section.

Equation~2.33! is a zero curvature condition for the ma
tricesM6 and it is solved~without worrying here about glo-
bal issues related to the world sheet topology! by
M65L21]6L, whereLPSO(D22). Then Eq.~2.32! can
be written as

2Actually, the same result is obtained by demanding the wea
conditions Rmnab

2 2Dm
2Hnab50 and using the general identity

Rmnab
2 2Dm

2Hnab5Rmnab
1 2Dn

1Hmab and the property
Rmnab

1 5Rabmn
2 . It would be interesting to find explicit examples

where these weaker conditions hold.
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]2~LabV11
b !5]2~La2]1u1]1La2tanu!50.

~2.34!

The vectorLa2 has unit length, i.e.,La2La251. We can
incorporate this constraint by definingYa5La2sinu. Then
Eq. ~2.34! assumes the form

]2S ]1Y
a

A12Y2D 50, Y2[YbYb, a,b52,3, . . . ,D21.

~2.35!

These equations were derived before in@2#, while describing
the dynamics of a free string propagating inD-dimensional
flat space-time. It is remarkable that these equations rem
unchanged even if the flat (D21)-dimensional spacelike
part is replaced by a curved background corresponding to
general WZW model. In retrospect, we may attribute th
unexpected result to the fact that a group space is paralle
able, and it can be made flat in the sense of Eq.~2.30! with
the addition of the appropriate amount of torsion. It shou
be emphasized that although the compatibility equations
universal, the actual evolution equations of the normal a
tangent vectors to the surface are given by specializing E
~2.9! and ~2.10! to KD21; they are certainly different from
those of the flat space free string.

As we have already mentioned, it would be advantageo
if Eq. ~2.35! ~or an equivalent system! could be derived as
classical equations of motion. The key that will enable u
next to construct the corresponding Lagrangian is the obs
vation that Eq.~2.35! imply chiral conservation laws, which
are reminiscent of the equations obeyed by classical para
mions in coset models@12#. In fact Eq.~2.35! were derived
as classical string equations for gauged WZW models cor
sponding to SO(D21)/SO(D22) cosets in@4#; they are
analytic continuations of the models SO(D23,2)/
SO(D23,1) that give rise to string propagation in back
grounds with Lorentzian signature@13#. We mention for
completeness that they also arise in the massless limit of
SO(D)/SO(D21) symmetric space sine-Gordon models
which were recently formulated as integrable perturbatio
of the SO(D21)/SO(D22) gauged WZW models@9#.
Since Eq.~2.35! themselves do not correspond to a Lagran
ian system of equations, our strategy in the following will b
to perform a nonlocal change of variables that maps the
into Lagrangian form. This nonlocal change of variables
highly nonintuitive in differential geometry, and only the
correspondence with parafermions makes it natural.

III. DYNAMICS OF PHYSICAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM

In this section we first briefly discuss some general a
pects of gauged WZW models in connection with the ass
ciated coset conformal field theories. Then we restrict o
attention to SO(D21)/SO(D22) coset models and estab
lish a relation between the chiral conservation laws obey
by the corresponding parafermions and the embedding eq
tions ~2.35!. At the end we present explicit results fo
D54 andD55.

ker
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Lagrangian description and parafermions

Recall that the gauged WZW action is@14,15#

S5IWZW~g!1
k

pE Tr~A1]2gg
212g21]1gA2

1A1gA2g
212A1A2!, ~3.1!

wheregPG andA6 are gauge fields valued in the Lie alge
bra of a subgroupH,G. The corresponding field strength i
F125]1A22]2A12@A1 ,A2#. We also split indices as
A5(a,a), whereaPH andaPG/H. Variation of Eq.~3.1!
with respect to all fields gives the classical equations of m
tion

dA1 : D2gg
21uH50, ~3.2!

dA2 : g21D1guH50, ~3.3!

dg: D2~g21D1g!1F1250. ~3.4!

Imposing Eq.~3.3! on Eq. ~3.4! yields the zero curvature
conditionF1250 on shell, and

D2~g21D1g!uG/H50. ~3.5!

There are two commuting copies of an affine algebra cor
sponding to a WZW action for a groupG, one for each chiral
sector@16#. A remnant of this algebra is also present in th
gauged WZW model. We parametrize the gauge fields
A65(]6h6)h6

21, where h6PH. Thus, h6 are given in
terms ofA6 as

h1
215Pe2*s1

A1, h2
215Pe2*s2

A2, ~3.6!

whereP stands for path ordering. Using the gauge invaria
group element

f5h1
21gh1PG, ~3.7!

and the on-shell zero curvature conditionF1250, we write
Eq. ~3.5! as

]2C150, C15
ik

p
f21]1 fPG/H. ~3.8!

Thus the coset valued matrixC1 is chirally conserved.
In fact, C1 are nothing but the classical parafermion

@12#. Since they have Wilson lines attached to them@cf. Eqs.
~3.7!, ~3.6!# they are nonlocal objects. This is also reflecte
in the algebra they obey@12# ~we drop1 as a subscript and
denotes1 by x or y)

$Ca~x!,Cb~y!%52
k

p
dabd8~x2y!2 f abgCg~y!d~x2y!

2
p

2k
f cag f cbde~x2y!Cg~x!Cd~y!,

~3.9!

where the antisymmetric step functione(x2y) equals
11(21) if x.y (x,y). The last term in Eq.~3.9! is re-
sponsible for their nontrivial monodromy properties and u
-
s

o-

re-

e
as

nt
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n-

usual statistics. In addition, conformal transformations ar
generated byT1152p/(2k)CaCa .

The 2D s model having the above infinite dimensional
symmetry is obtained by first choosing a unitary gauge b
fixing dim(H) variables among the total number of dim(G)
parameters of the group elementg. Hence, there are
dim(G/H) remaining variables, which will be denoted by
Xm. Then, we eliminate the gauge fields in Eq.~3.1! using
their equation of motion~3.2!, ~3.3!,

A1
a 51 i ~CT2I !ab

21Lm
b ]1X

m,

A2
a 52 i ~C2I !ab

21Rm
b ]2X

m, ~3.10!

where the appropriate shorthand definitions are

Lm
a52 iTr~ tag21]mg!, Rm

a52 iTr~ ta]mgg
21!,

Cab5Tr~ tagtbg21!. ~3.11!

Finally, thes-model action is given by

S5IWZW~g!2
k

pES
Lm
a ~C2I !ab

21Rn
b]1X

m]2X
n.

~3.12!

SO„D21…/SO„D22… coset structure

We specialize now to the SO(D21)/SO(D22) gauged
WZW model and show that Eq.~2.35! is equivalent to the
parafermion equation~3.8!. We will essentially follow the
analysis of@4# adopted to our present purposes.

The group elementgPSO(D21) in the right coset de-
composition can be written asg5h̃t, where

h̃5S 1 0

0 hPSO~D22!D ~3.13!

and tPSO(D21)/SO(D22) is parametrized by a
(D22)-dimensional vectorXW as

t5S b Xj

2Xi d i j2
1

b11
XiXjD , b[A12XW 2.

~3.14!

The range of the parametersXi is restricted byXW 2<1 and the
value of b is such that the matrixt is an element of SO
(D21) obeyingt215tT. Then we compute

dtt215S 0 dXj1
XW •dXW

b~b11!
Xj

2dXi2
XW •dXW

b~b11!
Xi

1

b11
dX@ iXj ] D ,
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t21dt5S 0 dXj1
XW •dXW

b~b11!
Xj

2dXi2
XW •dXW

b~b11!
Xi 2

1

b11
dX@ iXj ]

D .
~3.15!

To find an explicit expression for the parafermions in E
~3.8! we first rewrite the constraint~3.3! as

~ f21]1 f ! i j5~T21]1T! i j1~T21H21]1HT! i j50,
~3.16!

whereH5h1
21hh1 and T5h1

21th1 . The explicit form of
T is as in Eq.~3.14! with Xi→Yi[Xj (h1)

j i . Notice that
sinceYW 25XW 2, theYi are gauge invariant. Then we solve fo

~H21]1H ! i j5
1

b~b11!
]1Y

@ iYj ] . ~3.17!

The parafermion in Eq.~3.8! is computed by explicitly writ-
ing out C i[ ik/p( f21]1 f )0i and utilizing Eq.~3.17!. The
final result is@4#

C i5
ik

p

]1Y
i

A12YW 2
5
ik

p

1

A12XW 2
~D1X! jh1

j i ,

~D1X! j5]1X
j2A1

jkXk. ~3.18!

Thus, the corresponding equation]2C i50 is precisely Eq.
~2.35!. The Yi are related to thes-model variables nonlo-
cally as
q.

r

Yi5Xj~h1! j i , h1
215Pe2*s1

A1, ~3.19!

where the gauge fieldA1 is given by Eq.~3.10!. This pro-
vides the necessary nonlocal change of variables that tran
form Eq. ~2.35! into a Lagrangian system of equations.

The representation matrices for SO(D21) are
(tAB)CD5dC@AdB]D , where the indices split asA5(0,i ) with
i51,2, . . . ,D22. Then the algebra of the parafermions~3.9!
becomes

$C i~x!,C j~y!%5
k

2p
d i jd8~x2y!2

p

2k
e~x2y!

3„d i jC~x!•C~y!2C j~x!C i~y!….

~3.20!

The absence of linear terms inC i on the right-hand side is
due to the simple fact that SO(D21)/SO(D22) is a sym-
metric space. Thus, structure constants involving only cose
space indices are zero.

It remains to choose a gauge and explicitly computeA1

and the (D22)-components-model action~3.12!. This has
been done in another context for SO~3!/SO~2! ~the only Abe-
lian case! in @12,17#, for SO~4!/SO~3! in @4# and for SO~5!/
SO~4! in @5#. Here, for the time being we proceed with a
unified treatment of all SO(D21)/SO(D22) models. It is
convenient to distinguish between the cases ofD even or odd
integers.

D52 N 1 25even.We have enough gauge freedom to
cast the orthogonal matrixhPSO(2N) and the vectorXW into
the form
h5S cos2f1 sin2f1 0 ••• 0 0

2sin2f1 cos2f1 0 ••• 0 0

0 0 0 ••• 0 0

A A A A A

0 0 0 ••• cos2fN sin2fN

0 0 0 ••• 2sin2fN cos2fN

D , XW 5S 0

X2

0

X4

A

0

X2N

D . ~3.21!

The total number of independent variables inh andXW is 2N5D22, as it should be.
D52 N1 35 odd. In such cases the orthogonal matrixhPSO(2N11) and the vectorXW can be gauge fixed into the form

h5S cos2f1 sin2f1 0 ••• 0 0 0

2sin2f1 cos2f1 0 ••• 0 0 0

0 0 0 ••• 0 0 0

A A A A A A

0 0 0 ••• cos2fN sin2fN 0

0 0 0 ••• 2sin2fN cos2fN 0

0 0 0 ••• 0 0 1

D , XW 51
0

X2

0

X4

A

0

X2N

X2N11

2 . ~3.22!
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Again the total number of the remaining independent va
ables is 2N115D22, as it should be.

Using the above gauge fixing together with Eq.~3.15! and
the Polyakov-Wiegman formula, we find that the WZW a
tion ~3.12! contributes to the total line element

dsWZW
2 5dfW 21

1

2~11b!
dXW 21

112b

4b2~11b!2
~XW •dXW !2,

~3.23!

and has zero contribution to the total antisymmetric tens
The contribution of the second term of Eq.~3.12! is more
complicated and will not be presented here in all general
of course, its effect will be taken into account in the spec
examples below.

Examples

We will work out all the technical details in two ex
amples. The first one is the Abelian coset SO~3!/SO~2! @12#.
In terms of our original problem it arises after solving th
Virasoro constraints for strings propagating on 4
Minkowski space or on the direct product of the real lineR
and the WZW model for SU~2!, which is the only 3D non
Abelian group for which a WZW action exists. The seco
example is the simplest nonAbelian coset based on SO~4!/
SO~3! and was considered in@4#. In our context it arises in
string propagation on 5D Minkowski space or on the dire
product of the real lineR and the WZW model based o
SU(2)^U(1).

SO(3)/SO(2).Using Eq. ~3.21! with X25sin2u, we find
that the solution for the gauge fields is

A65S 0 1

21 0D ~17cot2u!]6f, ~3.24!

and that the corresponding background has metric@12#

ds25du21cot2udf2. ~3.25!

Using Eq. ~3.18!, the corresponding Abelian parafermion
C65C26 iC1 assume the familiar form

C65~]1u6 icotu]1f!e7 if6 i*cot2u]1f, ~3.26!

up to an overall normalization.
The emergence of the SO~3!/SO~2! parafermions can also

be seen directly from the original system of embedding eq
tions ~2.25!–~2.27!. Since the indicess,t take only one
value, the torsion matrix ism650. Then Eq.~2.27! is trivi-
ally satisfied, whereas Eqs.~2.25! and ~2.26! give ~after set-
ting V665cotu/2]6f) the two equations

]1S cot2 u

2
]2f D1]2S cot2 u

2
]1f D50,

]1]2u1

cos
u

2

2sin3
u

2

]1f]2f50. ~3.27!
ri-
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These are the classical equations of motion of the SO~3!/
SO~2! coset with metric~3.25! ~up to rescaling ofu,f by a
factor of 2! having the parafermions~3.26! as natural chiral
objects. In the present geometrical context equations~3.27!
were first derived in@1#, whereas in@3# it was subsequently
realized that they admit the SO~3!/SO~2! coset interpretation
we have just mentioned. It should be pointed out that f
D>5 a Lagrangian description for the embedding equatio
~2.25!–~2.27! cannot be possibly found in general withou
first making contact with parafermions, due to the fact th
the torsion matrixm6 ~or M6) is nontrivial.

SO(4)/SO(3). We parametrize X25sin2ucosv and
X35sin2usinv and use the basis of SO~3! representation ma-
trices

t125S 0 1 0

21 0 0

0 0 0
D , t135S 0 0 1

0 0 0

21 0 0
D ,

t235S 0 0 0

0 0 1

0 21 0
D . ~3.28!

Using Eq. ~3.22! and the expansion for the gauge field
A65( i, jA6

i j t i j we find the solution

A1
1252S cos2u

sin2ucos2v
1tan2v

cos2u2cos2fcos2u

cos2usin2f D ]1f

2cotftanvtan2u]1v,

A1
135tanv

cos2u2cos2fcos2u

cos2usin2f
]1f1cotftan2u]1v,

~3.29!

A1
235cotftanv

cos2u

cos2u
]1f2tan2u]1v.

It turns out that an analogous expression forA2
i j can be found

from Eq. ~3.29! by writing all u dependence in terms of
cos2u and replacing cos2u by 1/cos2u. Then, the background
metric is @4#

ds25du21tan2u~dv1tanvcotfdf!21
cot2u

cos2v
df2,

~3.30!

and the antisymmetric tensor is zero. The parafermions
the SO~4!/SO~3! coset are non-Abelian given by Eq.~3.18!
with covariant derivatives~omitting an overall factor of 2!

~D1X!1

A12XW 2
5
cotu

cosv
]1f,

~D1X!26 i ~D1X!3

A12XW 2
5e6 iv

„6 i tanu~ tanvcotf]1f1]1v!

1]1u…. ~3.31!
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As a check, one may verify that C iC i

5 1/(12XW 2) (D1X)
i(D1X)

i is indeed proportional to the
T11 component of the energy momentum tensor cor
sponding to as model with metric~3.30!.

In addition to the two examples above, there also ex
explicit results for the coset SO~5!/SO~4! @5#. This would
correspond in our context to string propagation on a
Minkowski space or on the backgroundR times the SU~2!
^U(1)2 WZW model. It should be pointed out that there
no reason to demand conformal invariance for the ba
grounds with metrics~3.25! and~3.30! because they arise in
a different context describing the geometry of the physi
degrees of freedom.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated some universal aspects of class
string dynamics by integrating the Gauss-Codazzi equati
of the corresponding embedding problem. We found for
class of D-dimensional backgroundsR^KD21, where
KD21 is RD21 or the WZW model for a general~D21!-
dimensional semisimple compact group, that there
D22 physical degrees of freedom whose dynamics is g
erned by the SO(D21)/SO(D22) coset conformal field
theory. The parafermion variables of this coset arise na
rally in the present geometrical context, and so our res
could be viewed as a link between conformal field theo
techniques and the classical differential geometry of emb
ding surfaces.

There are two obvious extensions one can further ma
First, suppose we start with aD-dimensional string back-
ground with signature (2,D22). The ‘‘spatial’’ part of this
background is now Lorentzian, and therefore one has to c
sider suitable analytic continuation of the previous results
particular, instead of the coset SO(D21)/SO(D22) we
find that the dynamics of the physical degrees of freedom
now given by the noncompact coset SO(D23,2)/
SO(D23,1). The simplest version of this forD54 has al-
ready been considered in@18#. Second, it is also interesting
to consider various supersymmetric generalizations of
present framework.

There are many similarities between classical string
namics and the theory of ordinary 2Ds models. The latter
can also be viewed as describing the embedding of 2D
re-

ist

6D

is
ck-

cal

ical
ons
the

are
ov-

tu-
ults
ry
ed-

ke.

on-
. In

is

the

dy-

sur-

faces into a group or coset space manifold, which in turn
embedded in flat space. Exploiting classical conformal in
variance, which is similar to choosing the orthonormal gaug
in string theory, amounts to reducing ordinarys models to
the so-called symmetric space sine-Gordon models~SSG!
@6–8#. The SSG models have been described as perturbati
of conformal field theory cosets@9#; for example, the reduced
Sn5SO(n11)/SO(n) s model yields an integrable sine-
Gordon perturbation of the SO(n)/SO(n21) coset confor-
mal field theory. Hence, apart from the potential terms, an
in the absence of string self-interactions, the structure of t
kinetic terms is the same for the two classes of embeddi
problems. It is interesting to note that other reduceds mod-
els for general symmetric spaces have been described us
appropriately chosen gauged WZW cosets~plus perturba-
tions!. Therefore, the parafermion variables of the corre
sponding coset conformal field theories~at and away from
the conformal point! also play a key role in the integration of
the embedding equations.

Finally, an interesting issue is the quantization of strin
theory. There are two different methods of quantizing con
strained systems, either by solving the classical constrai
and then quantize directly the physical degrees of freedo
or by quantizing the unconstrained degrees of freedom a
then impose the constraints as quantum conditions on
physical states. It is well known that in general these tw
methods of quantization are not equivalent, in particula
when the constraints have quadratic form as in string theo
Quantization of string theory usually proceeds using the se
ond method, but in the present framework the physical d
grees of freedom should be quantized directly using th
quantization of the associated parafermions. Exploring th
issue further is an interesting problem.
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